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U

se of flamed wood could
be a perfect option for
someone wanting to try
out something entirely different.
This kind of wood basically holds
all properties of traditional wood
but has a matt black finish and
many additional benefits. Sohel
Contractor of Solli Concepts has
been working with wood for
over a decade shares a few tips.
He says, “It’s a counter intuitive
but ingenious idea: heating
wood to render it fireproof.
The process renders the wood
resistant to rot, repels termites
and other pests, and makes it
waterproof, longer lasting, dense
and durable. A single piece of
furniture like a chair or even a
table top can leave guests in
astonishment during the festive
season.” Wood in general is also
known to reduce stress and
have a calming effect and help
add to the warmth of the décor.
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Don’ts
❖ Don’t clutter your space: No
matter how you would want

WESTSIDE HOME
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Let’s look at the don’ts first because that’s always an easier approach

juxtaposition.
❖ Don’t compromise on

Do's
❖ Minimalism: Nothing is more

❖ Use natural materials: Natural

inviting than a clean design.

materials like brass, stone,
marble, and wood are an

to bring home that amazing

material and finishes: Luxury

This is pocket friendly style is

fabric you loved so much

may be synonymous to

easy to tidy up after guests.

or that absolutely adorable

spending a bombshell but

showpiece you got at a sale,

you can get away with smart

Whether or not you are a

Introduce a lot of ambient

you have to make sure that

affordable solutions and still

music lover, you may want

lighting along with general

your home does not look

have your abode looking a

to use an instrument in a

lighting to allow different

like a yard sale. Not

classy and expensive project

strategic corner to enhance

mood settings, floor lamps,

everything you buy or love

you aimed for. But one place

the wow factor.

table lamps, hangings lights,

has to go on display.

you should be generous is

❖ Don’t paint every wall an

materials and finishes. Use

look that speaks for you.

separate budget for lighting.

elaborate colour: Drama

good quality flooring, paint,

Contemporary, classical

❖ Accessories, furnishings and

is important but do not go

fabrics, paints, etc. Spend a

contemporary, mid-century

artwork always transform a

overboard. Keep it subtle

major part of your budget on

and neoclassical are all types

space. Dress it up or dress

and clean so that the

the basics or else you will be

of styles that will help you

it down to achieve a super

drama looks unintentional

disappointed within months

achieve a luxury end. Pick

luxurious or understated look

and is appreciated in the

of execution.

wisely before you start.

for your space.

❖ Musical Instruments:

❖ Pick a style: Select a

effective way to add warmth.
❖ Lighting plays a vital role.

on dimmers. Best to keep a
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